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Swiss Events Calendar 

PHILOSOPHY EVENTS IN SWITZERLAND

Philosophy Cafè with Lou Marinoff, Zürich

Saturday, 5 November 2016 Tom Hirszel (Switzerland)

Our Zurich Philosophy cafe events resume soon with an inspiring evening with Lou Marinoff on November
5th.

If you are interested in how can philosophy help you in everyday life (drawing on traditions of
Stoicism,Buddhism,Taoism) then this is for you. 

If you're facing a dilemma -- whether it's handling a relationship, living ethically, dealing with a career
change, or finding meaning in life -- Lou makes philosophy accessible and shows you how to use it to solve
everyday problems.

Or if you just want to be intellectually stimulated- join us.

Lou Marinoff is Professor of Philosophy at The City College of New York, and founding President of the
American Philosophical Practitioners Association. An internationally-best-selling author, the New York Times
called him "the world's leading marketer ofphilosophical counseling." Europe's Journal of Psychology called
him "a Renaissance man." His website is www.loumarinoff.com

I expect some 40 attendees, seating is limited, so please reply if you intend to come to reserve your seat.
Cost to participate chf 40, a glass of wine and rich intellectual stimulation included. 

Location: Galerie Alex Schlesinger, Tödistrasse 48, 8002 Zürich

Looking forward to seeing you, Tom Hirszel
Tomhirszel@gmail.com

Organiser(s):Tom Hirszel

Has fee:yes

Link(s):

http://www.loumarinoff.com
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